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ABSTRACT
Multimodal emotion recognition (MER) is a fundamental complex
research problem due to the uncertainty of human emotional expres-
sion and the heterogeneity gap between different modalities. Audio
and text modalities are particularly important for a human partici-
pant in understanding emotions. Although many successful attempts
have been designed multimodal representations for MER, there still
exist multiple challenges to be addressed: 1) bridging the hetero-
geneity gap between multimodal features and model inter- and intra-
modal interactions of multiple modalities; 2) effectively and effi-
ciently modeling the contextual dynamics in the conversation se-
quence. In this paper, we propose Cross-Modal RoBERTa (CM-
RoBERTa) model for emotion detection from spoken audio and cor-
responding transcripts. As the core unit of the CM-RoBERTa, par-
allel self- and cross- attention is designed to dynamically capture
inter- and intra-modal interactions of audio and text. Specially, the
mid-level fusion and residual module are employed to model long-
term contextual dependencies and learn modality-specific patterns.
We evaluate the approach on the MELD dataset and the experimen-
tal results show the proposed approach achieves the state-of-art per-
formance on the dataset.

Index Terms— speech emotion recognition, multimodal fusion,
deep learning

1. INTRODUCTION

Emotion recognition in conversations (ERC) is vital and very chal-
lenging in the natural human machine interaction [1], intelligent ed-
ucation tutoring [2], and mental health analysis applications [3]. In
daily life, humans utter a multi-turn conversation in a natural way
which conveys emotion state through language and nonverbal con-
tent (e.g., facial expression and body language) [4]. Different modal-
ities all carry emotion-relevant information and how to efficiently
and effectively fuse heterogeneous inputs across multiple modalities
has been an active research focus.

In daily life, text modality is often accompanied by audio modal-
ity. The sentiment content contained in text features is comple-
mented by the multiple information such as pitch, loudness, and
other frequency-related measures [5,6]. The effective interaction
between text and audio data enables more comprehensive content
and provides more emotional information [7∼9]. As the example
shown in Fig. 1, a single word “Okay” is ambiguous, and it can
express different emotions. It is challenging to determine the as-
sociated emotion according to one turn of textual utterance. After
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introducing corresponding low voices and sobs, it is not difficult to
discern the emotion sentiment of this sentence is negative. However,
fusing different modalities in an effective manner is a non-trivial task
that researchers often have to face.

Fig. 1. Emotion dynamic of speakers in a dialogue in comparison.

Previous methods have achieved good performance [8,9], there
still exist key challenges in multimodal emotion recognition: dif-
ferent modalities depend on independent preprocessing and feature
excavation designs due to heterogeneous space; and to make an ap-
plicable and generalizable model for both the individual modalities
and fusion model, it is necessary to learn intra- and cross-modal in-
teractions to reveal discriminative emotion content; and emotion is
a subjective concept [10∼12]. Moreover, textual information and
the associated context conveys more influential information in infer-
ring the speaker’s emotions [13], and plays a crucial role in inferring
emotions in conversations. Unfortunately, the existing approaches
cannot efficiently capture the textual emotional-relevant content in
the fusion processing, and often the learning of intra- and cross-
modal information will lose some semantic content [12,14].

To tackle the above problems, we proposed a Cross-Modal
RoBERTa to integrate the information of audio modality in fine-
tuning the pre-trained RoBERTa. As the unit of the CM-RoBERTa,
cross- and self-attention layers were designed to learn inter- and
intra-modality information, and could adaptively extend the inter-
actions and correlations of information from different sources. In
addition, we designed a temporal calibration module to effectively
preserve the local information (text and audio) from a single modal-
ity and the overall information generated from the contextual level.
We evaluate it on the public multimodal sentiment dataset MELD
[15]. The experiment results showed a significant improvement in
model performance and efficiency. The main contributions of this
paper could be summarized as follows:

• We propose a CM-RoBERTa model that introduces the in-
formation audio modality to help text-modality fine-tuning of the
pre-trained RoBERTa model. • We employ parallel self- and cross-
attention that can dynamically adjust the attentive weights throughIC
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the interaction between audio and text to capture inter- and intra-
modal information. • We utilize mid-level fusion and residual
connection to capture long-term contextual dependencies, and learn
modality-specific patterns. • Our proposed approach is superior to
state-of-the-art methods for conversational emotion recognition.

2. RELATED WORKS

Emotion recognition in conversations is a popular research area be-
cause of their applications in various areas. Since human emotions
are expressed in many ways, and there are some limitations in the
recognition of emotions by single modal, multimodal emotion recog-
nition has gradually become a new trend.

To date, multimodal emotion recognition is roughly divided into
four categories [14∼21]: early fusion, late fusion, model-level fu-
sion, and hybrid fusion. Early fusion is to fuse input features from
different modalities through concatenating and other ways [15, 16].
Poria et al. leveraged context-aware utterance representations for
emotion recognition [15]. Due to the complex inter-modality dy-
namics at the input level, this feature fusion approach was inca-
pable of capturing the intra-modality information. Late fusion, in-
stead, trains an independent classification model of each modality
and utilizes decision voting or other classifier combination strategies
[17,22]. Xie et al. employed crossmodal transformer fusion for au-
dio, text and video late-level fusion, avoiding the difficulty of fusing
heterogeneous information [22]. However, such approaches ignored
associations across multiple modalities and failed to model mutual
correlations.

On the other hand, model-level fusion is a compromise between
the former two where the fusion happens between the intermediate
representations of the multimodal features [20, 23]. Akhtar et al.
designed a context-level inter-modal attention module for learning
the joint association between textual-audio-visual information of ut-
terances [20]. Hybrid fusion combines early fusion and late fusion
[14, 24]. Wollmer et al. fused audio-video information with Bi-
LSTM for audio-visual emotion recognition[14]. How to design an
effective and efficient structure to capture inter- and intra- modalities
features is necessary in multimodal emotion recognition.

With the popularity of the attention mechanism, it has recently
attracted some in the field for its ability to fuse multimodal infor-
mation. Devamanyu et al. used a multi-attention recurrent net-
work framework that learned multimodal interactions [25]. Also,
recently transfer learning techniques that utilized pre-trained net-
works for feature extraction have become popular [26]. RoBERTa, a
BERT-based model, has achieved better performance by fine-tuning
from pre-trained weights for emotion recognition tasks [27]. In our
work, we proposed an effective and efficient fusion approach for
fine-tuning by fusing heterogeneous nonverbal information (audio)
that complements the linguistic expressions of RoBERTa.

3. METHODOLOGY

We leveraged the multi-modal and contextual information for dis-
cerning the discriminative emotion for an utterance. The architecture
of the model is shown in Fig. 2.

3.1. Audio and Text Feature Extraction

The input of the CM-RoBERTa model consists of the effective het-
erogeneous representation (handcrafted and bottleneck features) for

each audio and text from the data (see Fig. 2). For each audio utter-
ance, we extract 6552 low-level handcrafted features (aLLF ) consti-
tuting several descriptors and various statistical functionals of varied
vocal and prosodic features using the openSMILE toolkit [28]. In ad-
dition, a pre-trained OpenL3 model [29] is employed to extract bot-
tleneck embedding (aOpenL3). aLLF and aOpenL3 are then concate-
nated to obtain audio presentation xa = (aLLF⊕aOpenL3). Where
⊕ denotes concatenation. For text modality, the RoBERTa encoder
(tRoBERTa) received the transcript of the utterance to produce ac-
tivations from the final four layers. Then, these four were concate-
nated to obtain the context-independent utterance feature vector xt

with a dimension of 4096 [27].

3.2. Cross-Modal RoBERTa

As shown in Fig. 2, CM-RoBERTa first uses a bidirectional LSTM to
encode acoustic (Ha) and textual features (Ht). We input them (Ha

and Ht) into the self- and cross-attention unit (SCA) to capture intra-
and inter- modal interactions between each pair of acoustic frames
and textual words. The SCA module consists of two stacked parallel
cross- and self-attention layers and feed-forward layers. The main
insight of the module is to learn modality associations and modality-
specific patterns, and then propagate information from intra- and
inter-modal perspectives according to the attentive weights.

Following [30], we estimate the associations between audio and
text modalities in a crossed way, whose query (Qm), key (Km),
value (Vm) are the representation of modality m, Hm, under dif-
ferent projection space, where m is either audio (a) or text (t):

∇Ha−t = softmax(QaK
T
t /

√
d)Vt, (1)

∇Ht−a = softmax(QtK
T
a /

√
d)Va, (2)

where ∇Ha−t and ∇Ht−a represent the propagated information
from audio to text and text to audio, respectively. d denotes the key
dimensionality. Later, we update the features of one modality with
the information propagating from the other modality:

HLN
a = LayerNorm(Ha⊕∇Ht−a), (3)

HLN
t = LayerNorm(Ht⊕∇Ha−t). (4)

To further enhance the representation capacity, we feed the learned
weighed information into the full connection to obtain the final
cross-attention information between audio and text modalities:

Hca = LayerNorm(HLN
a ⊕∇FeedForward(HLN

a )), (5)

Hct = LayerNorm(HLN
t ⊕∇FeedForward(HLN

t )). (6)

We denote the final cross-attention information between audio and
text modalities as Hc

a and Hc
t , respectively. Where ⊕ is concatena-

tion operation.
The self-attention mechanism shares the similar principle with

the cross-attention mechanism. The only different is the query, key,
and value are from the same modality. The whole process for the one
stacked layer in the self-attention module can be summarized as:

∇Hm = softmax(QmKT
m/

√
d)Vm, (7)

HLNs
m = LayerNorm(Hm⊕∇Hm), (8)

Hs
m = LayerNorm(HLNs

m ⊕∇FeedForward(HLNs
m )), (9)

where ∇Hm is the propagated information within modality m, m ∈
{a, t}. We denote the outputs of the last stacked layer in two self-
attention modules as Hs

a and Hs
t , respectively. In parallel, we then
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Fig. 2. Overview architecture of the Cross-Modal RoBERTa Fusion Network N represents two layers, and the first two parallel LSTM are
exactly the same as the last two parallel LSTM.

perform mid-level fusion of the joint features with modality-specific
patterns. They help in capturing the inter- and intra-modality dy-
namics. Individual modalities (xa, xt) are passed in parallel through
two stacked LSTM layers separately to store single modality feature
(Hm

a , Hm
t ) efficiently, then combined via a bidirectional LSTM to

explore modality associations:

Hmid = FeedForward(LSTM([Ha, Ht])). (10)

Following prior works [13], we utilized a residual connection
on audio and textual representation to keep the original struc-
ture of the data (Hr

a , H
r
t ). Then it is passed through a lin-

ear and a normalization layer. Finally, we concatenate them
(Hc

a, H
c
t , H

s
a, H

s
t , Hmid, H

r
a , H

r
t ) as the aggregating representa-

tion and presented it to two fully-connected layers for classification.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Dataset and Feature Sets

4.1.1. Dataset

Multi-modal Emotion Dataset (MELD) is a multi-modal (visual, au-
dio, and text) and multi-speaker emotion recognition dataset consist-
ing of dialogues from the Friends TV show [15]. MELD has more
than 13000 utterances and 1400 conversations. Each utterance is an-
notated using the following discrete categories: anger, joy, sadness,
neutral, disgust, fear and surprise. The dataset is split into the train-
ing set, validation set and test set which contains 9989, 1109, and
2610 utterances [15]. Weighted F1-score was used to evaluate the
performance, as the class distribution is highly imbalanced.

4.1.2. Audio Features

The audio features consisted of two types of features for each ut-
terance: handcrafted and bottleneck features. As handcraft features,
we extracted 6552 features using the openSMILE toolkit [28]. They
encapsulated features like MFCC, pitch, etc. In addition, we ex-
tracted deep-learning-based bottleneck features using the OpenL3
model [29]. OpenL3 are self-supervised embeddings learned from
AudioSet [29]. The OpenL3 network contains four blocks stacked
together, each block consists of three convolutional layers and one
pooling layer. We processed audio data to conform to the network
input and extracted 6144 high-level bottleneck features.

4.1.3. Textual Features

We fine-tuned the pre-trained RoBERTa Large model (Uncased:
hidden-1024, heads-24, layer-24) as our language model for ex-
tracting the features from the text modality [27]. RoBERTa took
the transcript of the utterance as input and produced rich contextual
textual representation from the final four layers. This produced four
1024-dimension vectors for every token in the input. Then, we con-
catenated them to obtain the context independent utterance feature
vector with a dimension of 4096.

4.2. Baselines

We compared our model with the following baselines and state-of-
the-art models in multi-modal emotion recognition (Table 1).
• SMIN integrated semi-supervised learning with multimodal inter-
actions for conversational emotion recognition [31]. • EmoCaps
utilized the transformer structure for contextual emotion classifica-
tion [17]. • EmbraceNet employed transformer-based crossmodality
fusion to estimate the emotion [22]. • CMN used attention-based
hops to capture inter-speaker dependencies [25]. • ICON employed
a memory network to store contextual summaries for classification
[32]. • DialogueRNN employed three GRUs to model the speaker,
the context and the emotion of the preceding utterances [16]. • bc-
LSTM performed context-dependent sentiment analysis and emotion
recognition [15].

4.3. Experimental Setup

The model is trained with batch-size 32 for 200 epochs and stop
training if the validation loss does not decrease for 15 consecutive
epochs. The number of hidden neurons in the model is 128. We em-
ployed Adam optimizer with the learning rate of 1e-4. The L2 weight
decay was set to 3e-4. Cross-entropy loss with softmax activation in
the last layer was used for network training.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 summarizes the performance of unimodal and multimodal
variants of the state-of-the-art text-based ERC systems along with
the proposed CM-RoBERTa model. It should be highlighted that
the text modality performs noticeably better than the audio modality
(see Tables 1 and 2). However, for the MELD dataset, several factors
make emotion detection using audio considerably hard. First, a lot
of background noise exist. Second, the length of utterances is shorter
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Table 1: Overall performance comparison between the proposed method, the state-of-the-art, and the baselines. The weighted F1-scores
were used as the metric. Note that our unimodal audio-based and text-based models are comprised of LSTM layer, and residual block.

model audio text bimodal bimodal - text reference
SMIN 45.2 63.65 64.5 0.85 [31]
EmoCaps 31.26 63.51 63.73 0.22 [17]
EmbraceNet 40 61 63.1 2.1 [22]
CMN 38.3 54.5 55.5 1 [25]
ICON 37.7 54.6 56.3 1.7 [32]
DialogueRNN 34 55.1 57 1.9 [16]
bc-LSTM 36.4 54.3 56.8 2.5 [15]
Proposed method without SCA unit 43.10 63.83 65.66 1.83
Proposed method 43.10 63.83 66.28 2.45

Table 2: The class-wise weighted F1 scores on the MELD dataset
Proposed method neutral surprise fear sadness joy disgust anger w-average F1
audio modality 62.9 20.12 0.0 6.7 22.65 0.0 53.21 43.10
text modality 76.39 60.47 30.5 42.21 63.21 31.74 45.82 63.83
bimodality 78.67 63.42 28.7 42.19 63.65 30.91 53.56 66.28

than other benchmark datasets (e.g., IEMOCAP [33]). Third, there
are more than 2 speakers in most of the conversations.

Text tends to effectively alleviate the above problems by provid-
ing rich-emotional features in the joint representation. The word-
level textual content carries a wealth of information, such as view-
point, intent, and so on. For short communication, a specific word
(e.g., amazing) may directly represent the emotional state and dom-
inate the final decision. In our work, we employed the fine-tuned
RoBERTa model to extract textual utterance level features. Com-
pared with other text embedding (see Table 2), RoBERTa attains
marginally better results [27], which may be attributed to dynami-
cally changing mask pattern and training the model longer with more
data, enabling better marriage with the large-scale language model.

However, emotion recognition in conversations sometimes is de-
pendent to its audio, rather than text, for inferring emotions. We no-
tice the openL3 embeddings play significantly better than low-level
traditional acoustic features: pitch, MFCC, and other audio features
for prediction (Table 3). Our proposed model with openL3 embed-
ding exceeds the baseline bc-LSTM model by 4.9% in terms of F1-
score. The pre-trained OpenL3 model is useful in limited and unbal-
anced MELD dataset as knowledge transfer should contribute to bet-
ter capture high-level emotion-relevant audio features. Additionally,
by combing low-level descriptors and high-level OpenL3 acoustic
representation, surprise and anger can gain 2.95%, and 7.74% on F1-
score, respectively, over the text-based model (Table 2). It is showed
that anger is best recognized from speech.

Introduction of the audio information to text modality can em-
power significant advantages, as it allows for improved emotion
detection by helping to fuse additional audio features, disambiguate
linguistic meaning and bridge a gap to real-world environments.
Multimodality extracts and fuses vital information from the re-
spective modality source and captures richer representation and
performance than the individual modalities. The inter, intra and
cross-modal interactions, correlations and relationships between
multiple modalities are release more emotion-relevant content for
better performance and prediction.

Table 3:Ablation audio features study on the MELD dataset

Method w-average F1
w/o low-level descriptors 37.3
w/o openL3 embedding 41.3
our audio features 43.1

Our proposed multimodal model gained 2.45% on F1-score over
the text-based unimodal model, and SCA unit improvements about
1.83% on F1-score (see Table 1). The superior performances of CM-
RoBERTa might benefit for the following reasons. First, the early
multi-modal cross-attention fused the underlying temporal interac-
tion between text and audio features. We introduced cross-attention
calibration by temporal-awareness to deduce the mutually exclusive
and dependent between heterogeneous knowledge. By giving more
weight to relevant audio modality, we could introduce the informa-
tion of the audio modality to help the text modality effectively ad-
just the weight of words. We speculate that our cross-attention fu-
sion unit can effectively employ the different knowledge into a new
space to strengthen the details embedded in a single modality and
adaptively fuse the implicit complementary content to magnify the
interactions and correlations. Second, the self-attention mechanism
was also employed to propagate information within each modal-
ity. By modeling the intra-modal interactions, we can capture learn
modality-specific patterns, and distribute the self-attention weights
over the entire dialog sequence for each modality. Third, mid-level
fusion and residual blocks were targeted at explicitly modeling both
inter- and intra-modal interaction of audio and text. This aspect
has the power to fuse heterogeneous space, retain contextual intra-
modality-specific representation and facilitate synchronization.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed the CM-RoBERTa model that effec-
tively fused multi-modal emotion recognition using a fine-tuned
RoBERTa model for languages and heterogeneous features unifi-
cation for handcrafted and bottleneck audio features. Thanks to
the parallel self- and cross-attention modules, mid-level fusion and
residual blocks that could explicitly model inter- and intra-modal
interactions within/between audio and text, capture long-term con-
textual dependencies, and learn modality-specific patterns. They
achieved state-of-the-art utterance-level recognition performance
when evaluated on the MELD dataset.

However, the work relied on the controlled database with non-
realistic recording conditions and error-less text transcriptions.
Thus, in practice, more robust models need to explore for the
problem of multimodal emotion recognition in conversations that
are: (i) performed under unexpected automatic speech recognition
errors; (ii) explored inference in cases of noisy or absent modalities.
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